
Задания  по английскому языку 

Задания можно сдать в электронном виде: вписать слова, выделив их цветом или 

курсивом .  

Группа ТП-15 

5 семестр 

                                                                             

                                              TEST 

Задание 1. Заполните пробелы подходящими предлогами: 

            1.I think he is very tired__ his job. 

            2. Why don’t you rely ___ Peter? Tell him and he’ll help you. 

            3. My Mum will go ___ holiday __the Alps, perhaps. 

            4. Is he good ___playing chess? 

            5. Albert got married __ Simone __ August 2002. 

            6. This notebook belongs ____ George. 

            7. –Why is she laughing __ me? 

               -Because your sweater is similar __ mine. 

            8. We are to look ___ our planet because it is __ danger. 

            9. – Shall we go fishing? – It depends ___ the weather. 

           10. I suffer __ a headache. Will you turn ___ the music, please? 

Задание 2. Поставьте слово в скобках в нужную форму: 

          11. You have to be quick-thinking and (resource) to be good at many jobs. 

          12. The oldest (inhabit) of the town often remember how life was in the good  

               old days. 

          13. The only way to produce a square room would be to (short) the walls. 

          14. Parents should check that the child’s home tasks are (proper) completed. 

          15. Who cooked this (spice) fish? It’s absolutely uneatable! 

Задание 3. Заполните пропуски, используя следующие слова: 



           Uncertainty; disrepair; emergency; poverty; health. 

         16. The government announced a state of ______after the earthquake. 

         17. My granny wouldn’t be in such a bad state of ______if she hadn’t  

                smoked all her life. 

         18. We fell in love with the house although it was in dreadful state of ____. 

         19. We are still in a state of _____ as to who has won the election. 

         20. Although this is supposed to be an affluent society, more people are  

                living  in a state of _____ here now than for the last 50 years. 

Задание 4. К каждому значению в колонке А подберите одно, противоположное по 

смыслу слово, из колонки В.  

                   A                                                              B 

        21. annoy                                           a) deduct      f) plain 

        22. triumph                                        b) scarce       g) inevitable 

        23. add                                               c) please       h) defeat 

        24. evil                                               d) virtue 

        25. fancy                                            e)threaten 


